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Abstract

Abstract: According to the mixed lexicographic/additive account of ‘better
than’ and similar aggregative value comparatives like ‘healthier than’, values are
multidimensional and different aspects of a value are aggregated into an overall
assessment in a lexicographic way, based on an ordering of value aspects. It is ar-
gued that this theory can account for an acceptable definition of Chang’s notion
of parity and that it also offers a solution to Temkin’s and Rachels’s Spectrum
Cases without giving up the transitivity of overall betterness. Formal details and
proofs are provided in an Appendix.
Keywords: axiology; value relations; Spectrum Arguments; parity; multidimen-
sional better than

1 Introduction
In this article, a multidimensional theory of the structure of ‘better than’ comparisons
is laid out that can adequately deal with philosophical problems of value structure.
The proposed theory will be called ‘Multidimensional Lexicographic Theory of Bet-
ter Than’ and abbreviated as MLTB. For a long time, the philosophical discussion of
value structure has been isolated from related work on multicriteria decision making.
Only recently have these disciplines grown together. There are two major conceptual
differences between ‘better than’ comparisons and preferences. First, an agent may
judge a better than b while preferring b over a (rejection of the Preference Satisfac-
tion Thesis). Second, ‘better than’ comparisons are used for evaluation but are not
necessarily constituted by or derivable from hypothetical and real choices (rejection
of the Revealed Preferences Thesis). MLTB was developed in this tradition based on
two of the most important puzzles of value structure.

Throughout this article, the label ‘multidimensional’ does not refer to multiple
dimensions in a vector space. Instead, ‘multidimensional’ refers more generally to
multiple qualitative aspects of value comparisons that are aggregated into an overall
value relation. In other words, ‘better than’ comparisons are prima facie only qualita-
tive, and so a theory of value structure cannot be based on cardinal utilities from the
start. The adjective ‘lexicographic’ indicates that one or more aspects of ‘better than’
and similar value predicates at a higher level may outrank one or more aspects at a
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lower level. Only if comparisons lead to a tie at a higher level can aspects become
decisive at a lower level.1 Outranked aspects are not redundant or irrelevant in gen-
eral in MLTB, because there can be evaluative scenarios in which the higher-ranking
aspects do not apply. According to MLTB, it is possible for an aspect to be irrelevant
(in the sense of being outranked) for one comparison between two items, say a and
b, while being relevant for a comparison between two other items c and d within the
same evaluative context.

It is argued that the proposed account provides a uniform framework that estab-
lishes a notion of parity that is similar (though not identical) to the one laid out by
Chang (2002, 2012), allows for the modeling of value incommensurability, as it is dis-
cussed in Chang (1997), and provides a sensible way of explaining the apparent fail-
ure of transitivity of overall betterness discussed by Rachels (1998, 2001) and Temkin
(1987, 2012) without giving up the transitivity of overall betterness. In contrast to
other approaches like Carlson (1996, 2010, 2018), Rabinowicz (2008, 2010, 2012) and
Hansson (2001), the approach takes into account multiple aspects of overall better-
ness rather than focusing on a single relation. This makes it closer to existing work in
multicriteria decision making like Fishburn (1970b), Keeney and Raiffa (1976), and Ab-
dellaoui and Gonzales (2009) and it remains to some extent compatible with standard
decision making methodology.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview
and some general motivation for the account. Section 3 addresses philosophical puz-
zles and how MLTB can solve them. The account is briefly compared to related work
in Section 3.4, and a summary is given in Section 4.

2 Towards a General Theory of Value Structure
The study of value structure rests on the idea that we have an intuitive understanding
of which of our comparisons are evaluative and thus pertain to values. It concerns
overall ‘better than’ comparisons and comparisons by comparative forms of similar
value adjectives such as ‘healthier’ and ‘braver’. For simplicity, the discussion will
focus on ‘better than’ comparisons in what follows, but many other gradable value
adjectives have the same underlying structure, except that so called ‘thick’ value pred-
icates also express descriptive conditions.2

Most authors in the theory of value structure have focused on a single relation of
overall betterness,3 but this practice is at odds with our everyday evaluations. There
is almost never only one aspect to a comparison when adjectives like ‘braver than’,

1This use of the adjective ‘lexicographic’ is customary in decision making. It comes from the way we
sort words alphabetically. First, the first letters of two words are compared. If they are the equivalent, then
the second letters are compared, and so on.

2The theory of value structure is only concerned with abstract structural conditions of value compar-
isons. It does not address the question whether the underlying value relations are part of the semantics
of a natural language expression or somehow pragmatically derived. The theory of value structure pro-
vides necessary conditions for a proper semantics or pragmatics of comparative value predicates, but not
their complete truth-conditional meaning or a complete specification of their role in speech act content.
Investigations of value structure are also normative and not merely descriptive.

3See, for example, Gert (2004), Chang (2005), Carlson (2010, 2018), Schoenfield (2014), and Andersson
(2017).
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‘healthier than’, and ‘better than’ are used. Perhaps only taste predicates like ‘salty’
are unidimensional.4

MLTB rests on three theses. First, ‘better than’ and similar value comparatives
are multidimensional. Second, seemingly natural properties of dimensions do not di-
rectly determine the value we attribute to an item. For example, blood sodium levels
can be measured on an increasing ratio scale, whereas their corresponding medical
goodness evaluation varies from bad to good to bad. The mapping from ‘natural’ di-
mension, as measured or conjectured at first glance, to value within that dimension is
not automatic and constitutes a crucial step in the evaluation process. More examples
are discussed below. Third, different aspects of ‘better than’ comparisons ought to be
aggregated lexicographically. These three points will be motivated in the following
sections.

For brevity, ‘R’ is used to denote the weak ‘better than’ relation (‘better than or
equally good’), ‘P ’ denotes strict ‘better than’, and ‘I’ stands for ‘equally good’ in
what follows. Indices distinguish different aspects of a betterness comparison.

2.1 Value Aspects Differ from Value Dimensions
On the one hand, there is good linguistic evidence that ‘better than’ and other com-
parative forms of evaluative adjectives involve comparisons in multiple dimensions.5
On the other hand, it is also intuitively plausible from a normative perspective that a
judgment of the form ‘a is overall better than b (all things considered)’ is often based
on multiple evaluations of the items a and b under consideration, which are some-
times called ‘criteria’, ‘features’, or ‘attributes.’6 We are rarely able to justify that a is
better than b tout court, in all relevant aspects. Instead, it is usually the case that a is
better than b in some respects, whereas bmight be better than a in other respects, and
so forth, and we must come to an overall assessment by weighing or ranking these
different aspects.7 If this is so, then overall betterness is not a primitive concept, but
the outcome of aggregating these different aspects of the items under comparison. The
aspects themselves are in turn based on comparisons of the form ‘a is better than b in
respect i’, but they may also be based on more specific value comparisons such as ‘a
is braver than b’, ‘a is healthier than b’, and ‘a is cheaper than b.’ Sometimes aspects
are subvalues. For example, ‘healthier than’ pertains to medical goodness, which ac-
cording to von Wright (1963) is a special form of instrumental value. Other aspects
such as ‘sodium level’ would not be called a value, though, so the neutral term aspect
is more adequate. For example, the fact that lower cholesterol intake through food is

4See Stojanovic (2015), cf. Smith (2007) about the distinction between taste predicates and predicates of
personal taste.

5See Stojanovic (2015), McNally and Stojanovic (2017), Weidman Sassoon (2013), andWeidman Sassoon
and Fadlon (2017).

6There is no agreed-upon terminology, and some authors use these terms in more or less specific senses.
We use the more neutral and less common terms ‘dimensions’ and ‘aspects’ to avoid potential misunder-
standings.

7Intrinsic goodness is no exception because in a realistic scenario items ought not only to be compared
according to their intrinsic goodness. There are always extrinsic factors like costs and obligations to con-
sider. For example, even though friendship has intrinsic value, this does not imply that an action or state
of affairs is better than another if and only if it promotes more friendship.
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long-term beneficial to one’s health is an aspect of ‘healthier than’, as it pertains to
food.

In contrast to this, the dimension of an aspect is the range of properties under
which items are considered under that aspect.8 For example, different kinds of food
may contain different measurable levels of cholesterol that are naturally ordered from
the lowest to the highest level, or the intake of different kinds of food in fixed quanti-
ties will lead to different levels of cholesterol in the food over a certain period of time,
and this effect can in turn be measured and ordered from lowest to highest choles-
terol intake. However, not all dimensions need to be extensively measurable in this
way. Suppose, for instance, that pleasure is an aspect of hedonic goodness. This does
not necessarily imply that pleasure can be measured extensively on an interval or ra-
tio scale like length and temperature. A ‘discrete hedonist’ could claim, for example,
that pleasure can only be measured on an ordinal scale by comparisons of the form ‘a
gives more pleasure than b for agent X .’ From this perspective, there is a dimension
of pleasure that orders items, but no significance is attributed to pleasure’s intensity.
Whether that pleasure is good or bad, on the other hand, is a matter of the value aspect
based on that dimension and not derived mechanically from it.

Some examples shall further illustrate the distinction between value aspects and
dimensions. Take the virtue-ethical conception of being polite and consider polite-
ness an aspect of ‘better than as a human being.’ (This is, of course, controversial,
but let us assume it for the sake of argument.) A dimension of ‘being polite’ could be
the average number of polite acts per week, for instance. Individual persons (=items)
are ordered in this dimension, giving rise to an ordinal ranking. Does this ranking
constitute the underlying value relation for the aspect ‘being polite’? Even if we set
aside other problems with this approach, the answer is No. If a person is too polite,
always polite without any failure, seeking to be polite at every possible occasion, that
person becomes uncanny. Someone can be eerily too polite, which means that addi-
tional polite acts no longer contribute to that person’s goodness as a human being
in the suggested virtue-ethical sense. The dimension ‘number of polite acts per time
unit’ does not align one-on-one with the evaluative aspect.

Maybe there are worries about this conception of politeness. So, consider hedonic
pleasure again, though this time a conception with intensities. Even non-hedonists
can agree that some amount of pleasure spread over time will likely increase one’s
overall well-being. Simultaneously, even most hedonists would probably agree that
there can also be too many and too intensive feelings of pleasure extended over too
long periods. Excessive pleasure should no longer count as pleasure. This means that
the value aspect ‘pleasure’ is not directly and mechanically derived from the underly-
ing dimensions of intensity and duration of pleasure, but rather based on an evaluation
of particular items within these dimensions. Ordinary language is inept at clearly ex-
pressing the distinction between dimensions and value aspects. Like in the case of
politeness, in some sense too much pleasure is still pleasure, but in another sense it
is not; the first sense refers to the dimension and whatever perspective we take on

8To be more precise, these are property instances. For simplicity, the term ‘property’ is used both an
abstract concept and particular instances of it throughout this article.
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it, the second one refers to an aspect of the evaluation of particular items within that
dimension.

As another example, consider the amount of sodium in food and drinks with re-
spect to health. Not enough sodium can lead to a life-threatening condition called
hyponatremia. However, just as a lack of sodium is dangerous, it is also well known
that high levels of sodium intake increase pulmonary pressure and the risk of seri-
ous cardiovascular disease. The evaluation of the natural dimension ‘level of sodium
intake per unit of time’ is thus a function that does not directly reflect the natural or-
dering of the dimension and is not strictly increasing or decreasing under this natural
ordering of items. We need to distinguish the health aspect of sodium intake from the
dimension itself.

As a fourth example, consider warmth as a dimension of well-being on a cold
night.9 Surely, warmth is only conducive to well-being up to a certain level, and once
this threshold is reached it may become too warm to feel comfortable. In this case,
natural language does in fact equip us with the means of distinguishing the difference
with the adjective ‘hot.’ The temperature feels cold, then warm, then hot, and then
too hot.

As trivial as these examples may seem, value aspects and their non-evaluative
dimensions are often silently mixed up in the literature on decision-making. For ex-
ample, once a dimension has been identified it is customary to define preference re-
lations or corresponding utility functions over it that are monotonically increasing
with the already quantified properties of the underlying dimensions. The assumption
‘more is better’ is commonplace and often left unchallenged, because a dimension is—
sometimes merely for the sake of convenience—taken as a basis for only one value.
However, it is wrong to assume that the same aspect of ‘better than’ can at the same
time contribute value and disvalue to an overall betterness comparison. If a property
within the range of possible properties of the underlying dimension provides reason
to disvalue, and another property within the same dimension provides reason to value
something, then they do not belong to the same aspect of ‘better than.’ To say so is
merely a loose way of talking, like when we say that someone who is too polite is still
polite. Although we sometimes talk that way, this way of talking does not reflect the
actual values or aspects thereof. Being too polite is not an instance of being polite in
the axiological sense (though it is in the dimensional sense). Too much pleasure is not
pleasure in the axiological sense, too much sodium in the blood does not contribute
to well-being, and so on. In these cases we say that there is too much of something
rather than a lot. Likewise, there can be not enough of something, of course, as the
sodium level example also illustrates.

2.2 Why Lexicographic Value Aggregation?
This section aims tomotivate, on the basis of examples, why ‘better than’ comparisons
involve a lexicographic ordering of aspects of betterness. The examples are taken
from vastly different evaluative domains and show that lexicographic comparisons
are rather common.

9Thanks to Javier Gonzáles de Prado Salas for this example.
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When a value turns into a disvalue, and vice versa, this indicates a change in value
quality. Returning to the politeness example, we may say that politeness stops when
a certain number of polite acts per week is reached and becomes ‘creepiness’ once
this threshold is exceeded. Additional polite acts no longer contribute to the overall
goodness assessment, or they even contribute negatively. Likewise, we may say that,
starting from a certain amount of pleasure per time unit and duration, the hedonist
becomes a pervert and the value of pleasure turns into the disvalue of debauchery.10
Another example of this kind are the sodium levels in the blood already mentioned.
Sodium levels that rise from very low to very high first contribute disvalue, then value,
and then disvalue again to an overall assessment of ‘healthier than.’ Likewise, warmth
can be insufficient, then pleasant, then become slightly unpleasant, and finally cause
death.

Once evaluations of aspects of an overarching value are decoupled from the seem-
ingly natural ordering of their domains, we no longer have a good reason to assume
that overarching values might not change in a similar way, as they are, under the
multidimensionality thesis, the result of aggregating individual aspects of betterness.
Consider, for instance, welfare levels according to Prioritarianism. Defended by Rawls
(1971), according to this view we need to help those people in society first who most
need it. For a strict Prioritarian, transferring resources from rich groups to groups of
people whose welfare level is above some positive threshold could be value neutral,
while at the same time similar transfers to people below that threshold are manda-
tory and good. Transfers from the rich to the not-so-rich might be good in another
sense, for example in the egalitarian sense, but need not be considered good from a
Prioritarian perspective. This is a case of values changing in a discontinuous way in
dependence of changes within the underlying value dimension. This type of Priori-
tarianism thus introduces a lexicographic threshold: First check if a transfer is to the
poorest; if so, then it has priority over a transfer to the less rich, even if in the second
case many more resources are transferred.

This feature of Prioritarianism is not a coincidence. Many existing value systems
rely on lexicographic thresholds. We have already seen that more is not always better,
but let us assume for the sake of simplicity that it is better if two people get a lollipop
than just one, four people obtaining one is better than two, and so on. At the same
time, it is (or at least should be) uncontroversial that no amount lollipops for n people
can outweigh or outrank the disvalue of an otherwise preventable death as the cost of
getting those lollipops. Obtaining a lollipop and preventing someone’s death belong

10This seems to concern Mill’s ‘pleasures of pigs’, but a similar point can be made about too much higher
pleasure, though perhaps not from the perspective of Mill (1906) himself. As an anonymous reviewer
remarks, probably not all hedonists accept the claim that there is a point at which units of pleasure per
duration turn into debauchery. However, it is important not to talk at cross purpose here due to merely
conceptual differences. Let us call the above position according to which it can turn into debauchery He-
donism 1. In contrast to this, according to Hedonism 2 too much pleasure is considered pleasure, although
it provides disvalue. This is not pleasure in the axiological sense laid out above. According to Hedonism 3,
there cannot be enough pleasure and it always provides value. If this pertains to the feeling or experience
of pleasure, then we may call it Hedonism 3. Finally, Hedonism 4 defines ‘pleasure’ as ‘whatever provides
value.’ This type of hedonism is merely general utilitarianism in disguise. Thus, only Hedonism 3 is in
substantive disagreement with Hedonism 1. The matter does not need to be resolved in this article, as both
Hedonism 1 and Hedonism 3 are compatible with MLTB. Whoever is inclined towards Hedonism 3 should
ignore the above type 1 hedonist examples.
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to two entirely different evaluative aspects of overall betterness. If people die in any
case, if preventing their death is not an option, then one death plus n people getting
lollipops is probably better than one preventable death and no lollipops.11 Likewise,
one death plus n people getting lollipops is undoubtedly better than two deaths plus
n people getting lollipops. The aspect ‘number of deaths prevented’ lexicographically
outranks the aspect ‘n persons get a lollipop.’

A particular case of lexicographic outranking occurs when an aspect of an item in
a particular dimension becomes irrelevant to the overarching value. For instance, a
sum utilitarian may reject the ‘life of muzak and potatoes’ discussed by Parfit (1984)
by arguing that there is a threshold similar to the Prioritarian threshold discussed
above. Welfare levels or pleasure below that threshold can no longer be summed
up, they are too low to be of relevance for the overall comparison, even though they
might constitute a life worth living and different levels below the threshold remain
comparable among each other. The low levels no longer count as aspects that enter
the overarching value ‘a is a better state of society than b from the perspective of sum
utilitarianism.’12

2.3 The Structure of MLTB
In this section, the multidimensional lexicographic theory of ‘better than’ is laid out.
Miscellaneous definitions and theorems are listed in Appendix A and details of the
aggregation process are described in Appendix B.

A model of MLTB contains a set D of (possibly hypothetical) items such as states
of affairs and objects. One feature of MLTB is that different sorts of items can be
mixed since the theory allows for sets of items to be irrelevant for a given aspect of
betterness. The domain is divided into possibly overlapping subdomains (‘aspect do-
mains’) for each aspect under consideration. Only if an item resides in the subdomain
of an aspect is it considered to fall under that aspect. Each aspect has an associated
ordering relation that is complete with respect to a subset of the aspect domain only.
This allows for distinguishing between trivial formal noncomparability and substan-
tive lack of comparability.13 If an item resides within a subdomain of an aspect and
is not comparable by the ordering relation for that aspect, then it is incomparable to
other items within aspect. In contrast to this, if an item is not even an element of the
subdomain of that aspect, then trying to evaluate it according to that aspect would be
a category mistake, a formal failure of comparability that Chang calls noncomparabil-
ity. For example, if the above considerations are correct, then it would be a mistake
to compare two different states of society with each other according to sum utilitari-
anism if one of them had a welfare level below a certain threshold (the life of muzak
and potatoes). It may still be comparable within the same dimension under a different
aspect, but that is another matter.

11Maybe it is not, if we tell the grieving widow about the lollipops, but let us put such complications aside
for the sake of the argument. Of course, lollipops could be replaced with any kind of small and relatively
unimportant benefits in these examples.

12This is one of many possible solutions to the Repugnant Conclusion and not the one recommended
or endorsed here. There are many more problems with sum utilitarianism, but this discussion belongs
elsewhere.

13Cf. Chang (2012).
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Formally, an aspect of a value is an element in a finite setA ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , k} of
integers. Each aspect i ∈ A has a corresponding non-empty aspect domainDi ⊆ D, a
set Si ⊆ Di of items comparable with respect to i, and a binary relationRi ⊆ Si×Si.
We call an item a incomparable with respect to aspect i, written Ni(a), iff. a ∈ Di &
a /∈ Si. In contrast to this, if an item a /∈ Di, then a is noncomparable with respect
to aspect i. Two aspects i, j are incommensurable with each other iff. for all x ∈ Si,
Nj(x) and, vice versa, for all x ∈ Sj , Ni(x).

As far as the ordering relations Ri are concerned, these may be either semiorders
or preorders over Si. A preorder relation is transitive and reflexive. In contrast to this,
a semiorder relation is semi-transitive and has the Ferrers property (see Appendix
A). It represents a form of weak betterness in the present setting, i.e., ‘better than or
equally good in the given aspect.’ Semiorders are special instances of interval relations
for which the strict betterness comparison is transitive, but ‘equally good’ may fail to
be transitive (see Theorem 6, Appendix A2). These are well-understood,14 and the
reason for taking them into account is that it might make sense to assume that we
sometimes cannot properly distinguish small changes in a dimension. In a famous
example Luce (1956) discusses cups of coffee. Suppose you think that (hedonically, for
you) black coffee is better than coffee with sugar and consider cups of coffee with 0
sugar, 1 grain of sugar, 2 grains of sugar, etc. It might then happen that you consider
cup a equally good as cup b, b equally good as cup c, and so on, until you notice
the sugar and state that a is better than cup g. Semiorders and interval orders can
represent these kinds of comparisons, but not by preorders, and since these cases are
common, both types of base relations should be taken into account in any thorough
study of value relations.15

An evaluative structure is a tuple E = 〈An,D,S,R〉, where An is a finite set of
n aspects {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}, D a set of aspect domains indexed by A, where Di ⊆ D
for any i ∈ A, S a set of sets of comparable items indexed by A, where Si ∈ S and
Si ⊆ Di for any i ∈ A, and R is a set preorder or semiorder binary relations Ri over
Si. For each Ri, the weak and strict parts Ii and Pi are defined as usual as aIib iff.
aRib and bRia, and aPib iff. aRib and it is not the case that bRia. In addition, the
following nontriviality conditions have to hold:

1. For all x ∈
∪
D, there is at least one Si ∈ S and i ∈ A such that x ∈ Si.

2. For all i ∈ A, |Si| ≥ 2.

We also need to order the aspects themselves. This ordering gives rise to values
of different quality. A lexicographic evaluative structure (LES) 〈E,�〉 consists of an
evaluative structure E and a preorder relation over the set of aspects in E. If � is
complete, we speak of a complete LES, otherwise of a partial LES.

14See Luce (1956), Tversky (1969), Fishburn (1970a), Vincke and Pirlot (1997), Bouyssou and Vincke (2009).
In contrast to semiorders, interval relations can also represent nested intervals. We don’t need this property
in MLTB.

15In Luce’s paper semiorders are interpreted as an agent’s indifference, which is weaker than believing
that two items are equally good. As of the time of this writing, the author is not aware of any decisive
normative arguments for or against taking semiorders as base relations for equal goodness. Notice, however,
that the above justification is epistemic and not merely psychological, since the presence of measurement
inaccuracies within a given value dimension can make the use of semiorder representations inevitable.
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Aspect equality is defined as i ∼ j iff. i � j and j � i, and aspect outranking
as i � j iff. i � j and j 6� i. Two refinements of these structures are of particular
interest. An LES is a preorder value structure iff. every Ri ∈ R is a preorder relation
and complete w.r.t. Si, and an LES is a semiorder value structure iff. every Ri ∈ R is
a semiorder relation and complete w.r.t. Si.

A value can be defined directly in terms of its aspects as a non-empty subset of
a value structure’s set of aspects. Two values U, V are incommensurable iff. for all
i ∈ V and all j ∈ U , i and j are incommensurable. Two values U, V are mutually
exclusive iff. for all i ∈ V and all j ∈ U : if x ∈ Si, then x /∈ Dj , and vice versa,
if x ∈ Sj , then x /∈ Di. Two values U, V are distinct iff. V ∩ U = ∅. Moreover,
in a partial LES two values V,U are partially noncomparable iff. ‘�’ is not defined
between some i ∈ V and some j ∈ U and fully noncomparable iff. ‘�’ is not defined
between any i ∈ V , j ∈ U .

Combining aspects into an overall assessment is called value aggregation. As has
been motivated above, this aggregation should be lexicographic. To achieve this,
MLTB orders individual aspects among each other by a preorder relation in addition
to the ordering relations that represent individual aspects. Aggregation takes into ac-
count this ordering of aspects in a way that ensures that if two aspects i, j are such
that i lexicographically outranks j (i � j), then any evaluation of items at the aspect
level of i will outrank any evaluation of items at lower levels like j (see Appendix B).
As a result, only those aspects at the highest aspect levels will be decisive, but which
levels are the highest level may vary with each comparison between items, since items
may turn out to be noncomparable at higher-ranking aspects. In contrast to this, if
two aspects i, j are ranked at the same level (i ∼ j), MLTB compares items using
weighted sum aggregation. For this to work, those aspect relations within the same
aspect level need to fulfill the preference independence condition for additive models.
As a result, the suggested aggregation method is lexicographic, but remains additive
at each lexicographic aspect level. The details can be found in Appendix B, where it
is proved in Theorem 9 the aggregation method is lexicographic.

Despite its mathematical simplicity, this construction conforms to the intuitions
laid out in the previous sections and provides specific solutions to common problems
of value structure, which will be discussed in the next section.

3 Tackling the Problems
We now take a look at how MLTB deals with two central topics in the theory of value
structure, Spectrum Cases and Parity.

3.1 Spectrum Cases
Spectrum Cases are discussed in detail by Rachels (1998, 2001) and Temkin (2012).
Variants of the Mere Addition Paradox in Parfit (1984) have also been regarded as
Spectrum Cases by Temkin (1987), but since examples from population ethics intro-
duce many additional problems, we focus on cases that involve a single agent in this
section.
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In a typical Spectrum Case intuitive overall betterness assessments vary across
several dimensions, in the simplest case across two. Here is an example loosely based
on Rachels (1998) and Temkin (2012, Ch. 3& 4). Let a1 stand for one year of intense
pleasure, a2 for two years of slightly less intense pleasure, a3 for four years of slightly
less intense pleasure than in a2, and so on. As Rachels and Temkin point out, in such
a scenario, it seems intuitively plausible that (i) we are able to compare any two items
in the spectrum, and particularly any two adjacent items such as a1 and a2, or a9 and
a10, and (ii) it is intuitively plausible that we would consider a2 strictly better than
a1, a3 strictly better than a2, and, generally speaking, ai+1 strictly better in some
betterness aspect than ai, and (iii) it is equally plausible that in our overall betterness
assessment we can find one item aj (j � 1) in the spectrum such that we would judge
a1 strictly better than aj . Hence, they conclude that betterness cannot be transitive.16

This conclusion is not warranted from the perspective of MLTB because assump-
tion (ii) in the above reasoning does not hold in general, even though it may appear to
be plausible when only pairs of seemingly adjacent items are considered in isolation.
According to MLTB, there are two different aspects at play that are not mapped to
the two underlying domains directly. One aspect is “1 - scenarios with given duration
and a substantial intensity of pleasure”, whereas the other is “2 - scenarios with given
duration and an insignificant intensity of pleasure.” At some point, when the inten-
sity of pleasure reaches a lower threshold, evaluation shifts from Aspect 1 to Aspect
2, and in this case we may assume that the two aspects are mutually exclusive. Value
aggregation yields the following ordering for k items:

ajPaj−1Paj−2P . . . Pa1PakPak−1P . . . Paj+1 (1 < j < k)

Items a1, . . . , aj are comparable within Aspect 1 and not comparable with respect
to Aspect 2, items aj+1, . . . , ak are neutral with respect to Aspect 1 but comparable
within Aspect 2, and Aspect 1 outranks Aspect 2 according to the lexicographic order-
ing relation. Figure 1 illustrates this example.

Using a notion of ‘aggregative relevant claims’, Voorhoeve (2013) gives a similar
reply in terms of relevant and irrelevant claims. Klocksiem (2016) sketches a more
general lexicographic solution, though not in amultidimensional settings andwithout
providing the formal underpinnings.

Temkin (2012) is aware of such solutions and argues that they violate some cate-
gory of his ‘standard views’, namely those corresponding to (ii) above, which stipulate
that can tell of each pair of adjacent items in a spectrum that the one with a much
longer duration and a slightly lower level of positive value is better than the previ-
ous item. This assumption is violated by the lexicographic account, which predicts
that there is a shift from one value (aspect) to another at some point, even though
we might not be immediately aware of this point when comparing adjacent items in
isolation. Even though there might be uncertainty about aj and aj+1 at initial sight,
upon reflection we should decide that ajPa1 and a1Pak and akPaj+1 in a typical

16Cf. (Carlson, 2018, p. 525). Objections against the hedonic underpinnings of the example or counter-
arguments based on the scenarios’ realism should be ignored. Spectrum Cases can be reformulated using
other dimensions such as welfare levels and happiness, and any levels and durations can be chosen. All
that is needed is a duration that is much longer than that of the previous item, combined with a level that
is just a little bit lower than the previous item.
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Figure 1: A Spectrum Case with two aspects. The aspects are based on the same
dimension, but Aspect 1 constitutes a qualitatively new subvalue that outranks Aspect
2. For illustration, items are mapped from the (unsorted) left hand side to the relation
domains on the right hand side, where items higher in the R-boxes are better than
lower items.

Spectrum Case, if two aspects are ordered lexicographically. If there is no such or-
dering, then we ought not come to the assessment that ajPaj+1 in the first place,
because every two adjacent items are such that ai+1Pai. In other words, if they are
accepted, then Spectrum Cases can and ought to be taken as reasons for the existence
of a lexicographic ordering of the value under consideration rather than being taken
as a reason to reject the transitivity of overall betterness, since, as argued above, it is
neither uncommon nor implausible that one value turns into another within the same
dimension.

From that perspective, there is nothing mysterious about the lexicographic solu-
tion to Spectrum Arguments. However, the rift between aj and aj+1 in the above
examples may cause some worries. One way of addressing these worries is that this
feature of lexicographic aggregation is not more problematic than the modeling of
vagueness using thresholds. First, like any good theory MLTB is based on idealiza-
tions and precise thresholds may be regarded an idealization. Fuzzy set theory (Zadeh,
1965) or probabilistic descriptions of thresholds could ‘soften them.’ Such a modified
account would be different from the version of MLTB laid out here, but an obvious
generalization thereof and not principally at odds with what has been said so far. For
example, models with soft thresholds may represent epistemic uncertainty about the
membership in one value aspect or another.17 Second, nothing in the account stipu-
lates that anyone needs to know where the thresholds are. In fact, the argument goes

17This would open an avenue to interesting robustness analyses of uses of ‘better than.’ If Aspect 1 is
lexicographically preferred to Aspect 2, but it is unclear whether an item belongs more to 1 or more to 2,
then maybe we should withhold judgment and aggregation must stop. This is left for another occasion.
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the other way around. Spectrum Cases indicate that we make use of such thresholds
in our evaluative practices. An argument for the intuitions behind Spectrum Cases is
thus an argument for MLTB if at the same time it is judged that betterness is transi-
tive. That we generally are not aware of these thresholds and might change our mind
about them, or elicit uncertainty and doubts about them when they are made explicit,
need not be taken as a sign of irrationality. Just like epistemic approaches to vague-
ness like Williamson (1994) illustrate, ignorance can sometimes be a blessing, or at
least it allows for shortcut representations. Ignorance may allow us to make rough
judgments without making all the (unknown) details explicit.

Another reply one might give is that it is the job of normative ethics to make
the thresholds behind betterness evaluations explicit. We should clearly state which
values there are and when an item is comparable or not to another item. If that is the
case, then MLTB is the right normative model out of the box. According to the first
position mentioned above, MLTB is idealization that can be made more realistic with
soft thresholds and similar technical means. According to the second position, MLTB
is the right normative theory and the arguments against it are based on confusion
between our evaluative practices and their normative underpinnings. Which position
is the right one?

There might not be a definite answer to this question, since the adjective ‘better
than’ can be used for all kinds of different evaluative domains and there is no reason
to assume that these must behave exactly the sameway. For example, maybe there are
independent arguments why moral uses of ‘better than’ should have sharp thresholds,
yet aesthetic uses should allow for fuzzy boundaries, and these depend on further
metaethical assumptions. What is striking, though, is that no matter which solution
to the threshold problem one prefers, the problem itself does not seem to be any more
worrying than the alternative of giving up the transitivity of overall betterness.

We may put it this way: MLTB is based on the idea that the transitivity of over-
all betterness is ‘stronger’ as a rationality postulate than the postulate that all items
in a spectrum belong to the same value or aspect of a covering value. The counter-
argument that there is no such thing as a strength of rationality postulates is overall
unconvincing and would not serve the defender of non-transitive betterness. Since
the other solution to Spectrum Cases is giving up transitivity, positive arguments for
this solution would be based on the same idea, this time arguing that basic rationality
principles of ‘better than’ dictate that it is preferable to avoid lexicographic thresholds
in favor of giving up transitivity.

As a third alternative, following Mandler (2005), Handfield (2016) proposes to give
up the completeness of overall betterness. In this view, the comparison between two
adjacent items, say aj and aj+1, fails and we can no longer decide which one is bet-
ter. Still, betterness between comparable items remains transitive. However, although
there may be other reasons for giving up the completeness of overall betterness, Hand-
field’s approach does not match commonly held intuitions about Spectrum Cases.
These thought experiments are usually constructed in ways that make it plausible
that we can judge which of two adjacent items is better when these are examined in
isolation. 256 years of low pleasure are better than 128 years of only slightly higher
low pleasure. Temkin’s point is precisely that we can intuitively accept these indi-
vidual comparisons in carefully formulated Spectrum Cases and that only one good
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counter-example is needed to justify the failure of transitivity of overall betterness.
MLTB does avoids the implausible assumption that we sometimes cannot compare
adjacent items in a spectrum and is thus preferable over Handfield’s approach. How-
ever, MLTB suggests that at some point in the spectrum there is a shift in value quality,
since properties in one dimension have exceeded a certain threshold. The theory is
general enough to even allow for multiple shifts within the same dimension. Like in
all other proposed solutions, endorsing this kind of theory requires a leap of faith,
but it is still less counter-intuitive than giving up the transitivity of overall betterness,
if you take into account that thresholds always invite criticism, but that there are
solutions to these criticisms.18

3.2 Multidimensional Parity
In this section, a variant of Chang’s value relation of parity is defined inMLTB. Chang
(2002, 2005, 2012) argues that the Trichotomy Thesis does not hold. This thesis states
that ‘better than’, ‘equally good’, and ‘worse than’ are the only types of overall value
comparison.19 Instead, there is a fourth value relation she calls ‘parity.’ Two items
can be on a par without being equally good or one being better than the other. This
parity relation cannot be the same as ‘equally good’ for two reasons.

First, according to Chang’s Small Improvement Argument (SIA), a small difference
between two evaluatively very different items does not necessarily lead to a different
assessment of parity. Suppose¬(aPb),¬(bPa), and an item a+ is just a little bit better
than a, i.e., a+Pa. Chang claims that it is possible in some such cases to judge that
¬(a+Pb).20 For example, when comparing Mozert’s and Michelangelo’s creativity
we might refrain from judging Mozart as better than Michelangelo or vice versa in
respect of their creativity. A little bit more creative Michelangelo+ would be better
than Michelangelo, but it would make sense to consider him nevertheless not better
thanMozart. Hence, Trichotomy fails, and another relation is needed. In her parlance,
Michelangelo and Mozart are on a par.

Second, the Chaining Argument (CA) attempts to show that such cases of Tri-
chotomy failure are not cases of incomparability tout court. To show this, she first ar-
gues that “…between two evaluatively very different items, a small unidimensional dif-
ference cannot trigger incomparabilitywhere before therewas comparability.” (Chang,
2002, p. 674) She then lays out hypothetical scenarios in which Talentlessi, Michelan-
gelo’s untalented counterpart, is subsequently improved in small steps until he be-
comes Michelangelo and subsequently also Michelangelo+. According to her princi-
ple Talentlessi is comparable with Talentlessi+, and so forth, and Mozart is better than

18A fourth alternative threatens rationality more than any of the other proposals. It is based on the idea
that we do not have to choose maximally consistent sets of potentially conflicting rationality postulates, but
instead somehow manage to maintain them in equilibrium, picking the ‘fitting ones’ at specific occasions.
This ‘normative dialethism’ seems to be based on a confusion between a normative conception of rationality
and the conditions for acting rationally, which are a psychological matter. However, the former is logically
prior to the latter.

19MLTB is unipolar, meaning that a is worse than b if and only if b is better than a. So ‘worse than’ is
not really needed. This assumption is commonly made, as it is hard to axiologically justify bipolar theory
in which this equivalence does not hold.

20See Chang (2002, pp. 667-8).
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Figure 2: Multidimensional Parity Based on Top-Distance. Items a4 and b2 are on a
par with respect to aspects 1 and 2, where the threshold δ = 1. Also on a par are a1
and b8, a1 and b3, a1 and b5, a4 and b8, and so forth.

Talentlessi in the first place; hence the two are comparable with each other, and by
subsequent applications of the principle quoted above, every other fictitious copy of
Michelangelo in the sequence must be comparable to Mozart as well. Hence, she ar-
gues, it is false thatMichelangelo andMozart are plainly incomparable in this example.
They are comparable in the sense of being on a par.

In MLTB parity can be defined as follows. Two items a, b are aspectually on a par
when a is comparable to other items in Aspect 1, but not comparable to other items in
Aspect 2, and, vice versa, b is comparable to other items in Aspect 2, but not in Aspect
1, and a and b are roughly within the same distance from the best items according to
Aspect 1 and 2 respectively (see Figure 2). While other attempts of dealing with parity
are based on one overall parity relation (Gert, 2004; Carlson, 2010), this approach
gives justice to the intuition, which is supported by Chang’s explanations, that parity
occurs between items that are not directly comparable under the very same aspects.
According to MLTB, parity is a cross-aspectual concept. Theorems 2, 4, and 7 show
that this account has the characteristic properties of parity laid out in Chang (2002,
2005). However, multidimensional parity requires at least n aspects for n items to
be mutually on a par with each other (see Theorem 6 on page 20) and is overall a
fairly demanding condition. This might explain why cases of parity seem so rare and
almost always look like rough equality in the overall ‘equally good’ relation: When
a small change in one aspect creates a preference reversal in the outcome of value
aggregation, this lack of robustness may lead one to judge the new and the original
item on a par.21

21Chang (2005)’s formal argument against Gert (2004) may work against his peculiar use of interval
orders, but is generally rather weak. If a is on a par with a, making a+ better than a implies that a+’s
lower boundary in the interval representation is larger than a’s higher boundary, and so a+ cannot be
on a par with a according to SIA. However, the idea behind an interval representation is that a+ could
be improved by making it overlap without being strictly better than a, i.e., by having a lower bound that
is higher than a’s lower bound but lower than a’s upper bound and an upper bound that is higher than
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To implement this formally, the concept of top distance is needed, which yields
the distance in rank of an item from the items that are best in a certain respect. This
in turn can be defined on the basis of the level of an item. Let Pi be the strict part of
Ri. A function Li(x) computes the rank of an item within an aspect i. It is defined
recursively as follows for x, y ∈ Si.

1. Li(x) = 1 iff. there is no y ∈ Si such that xPiy.

2. Li(x) = L(y) + 1 iff. xPiy and there is no distinct z such that xPiz and zPiy.

Based on this function, function T : D ×A → N for a set of aspects A calculates
the top distance of x ∈ Si within aspect i: T (x, i) := [maxy Li(y)] − Li(x). This
function assigns 0 to the best items, 1 to the second best items, and so on. Given that,
the idea behind the following definitions is that two items are on a par if they have
roughly the same top distance with respect to two mutually exclusive aspects.

Two items a, b ∈ D are aspectually exclusive with respect to aspects i, j ∈ A iff.
a ∈ Si & b /∈ Si & b ∈ Di & b ∈ Sj & a /∈ Sj & a ∈ Dj . Two items
a, b ∈ D are on a par with respect to two aspects i, j ∈ A iff. (i) a and b are aspectually
exclusive with respect to i, j, (ii) |T (a, i) − T (b, j)| ≤ δ for constant δ > 0, and (iii)
i ∼ j. We call this parity between two items aspect parity. The constant δ in its
definition represents a threshold for the rough equality of top distances. It may also
be defined relative to the aspects under consideration, although this is not assumed
here.

Complete parity is a straightforward generalization. Within a value structure, two
items a, b ∈ D are on a par iff. for every distinct pair i, j ∈ A of aspects such that
a ∈ Si and b ∈ Sj , a and b are aspectually on a par with respect to i, j. It is easy to
see from the definition that this is a very strong requirement.

The suggested definition of parity is some form of rough equality, just not the one
attributed to ‘equally good.’ Defining it in terms of top distance means that parity
is interpreted as a size-independent value relation. This size-independence sets the
account apart from other ways of looking at parity as rough equality. Generally, this
seems to be the right approach; the number of comparable items in different aspects,
for example, the total number of painters and musicians, is too coincidental to play
a significant evaluative role. However, in some cases we would refuse to judge items
on a par if the sizes of the sets of items under consideration differed considerably.
For example, many people would probably be reluctant to judge an excellent artist
in the area of anamorphic typography on a par with Michelangelo, because there are
so few artists who primarily work in anamorphic typography. To exclude such cases,
one might impose as an additional condition that the size of the sets must be roughly
equal. However, it is unclear whether this should hold in general. It also seems that
the aspects on a par must be somehow related to each other, but it would not make
sense to formally impose this interpretative restriction.

a’s upper bound. Distinguishing between ‘improving’ and ‘making strictly better than’ solves the problem.
However, in this view parity remains unidimensional and thus does not do justice to the fact that in Chang’s
own examples items are compared in aspects that are related, but also different from each other in subtle
ways, such as the creativity of a painter versus the creativity of a musician.
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Multidimensional parity does not satisfy all of Chang’s requirements. Two sub-
stantial differences need to be mentioned.

First, according to her, if two items are on a par, one is not better than the other
and they are also not equal. However, her arguments only show that the Trichotomy
Thesis does not hold and that parity cannot be explained directly in terms of ‘equally
good’ and ‘better than.’ This remains compatible with the view favored by MLTB that
the relations need not be exclusive. When we say that two items are on a par, we do
not exclude the possibility that, at a closer look, they are exactly equally good or one is
better than the other. Rather, by attributing parity as some form of rough equality, we
say that we do not know which one is better; or we consider that question irrelevant
or unimportant for the comparison we wish to make. Being on a par is enough.

Second, sometimes examples are portrayed as involving parity when they should
(according to MLTB) be taken as examples of ordinary rough equality instead. For
example, if pressed for a hard choice between work as a lawyer or work as a teacher,
someone may consider these careers ‘on a par’ if the position as a teacher provides
more sense of fulfillment but less pay, and, vice versa, working as a lawyer provides
less fulfillment but higher pay. From the perspective of MLTB, these are not on a par,
because they are comparable in all relevant aspects. They are either fully comparable—
one is better than the other, or they are equally good—or we would have to assume a
case of conventional rough equality combinedwith a reluctance or inability to commit
to one or another.

3.3 Can Strict ‘better than’ Be Cyclic?
MLTB does not allow for failure of transitivity of strict betterness in particular value
aspects, although ‘equally good’ is not transitive in semiorder value structures. This
puts it at contrast with the account byHansson (2001), who allows cycles in preference
structures. In his approach, an item a is weakly eligible if there is no b (a 6= b) such
that bPa, and a particular value relation satisfies top transitivity iff. whenever a is
weakly eligible and a ∼ b, then b is weakly eligible, too.22

If only one ‘better than’ aspect is taken into account, then a relation fulfilling
Hansson’s requirements suffices for making a decision, since the cycles below the
eligible elements can be neglected. The decision-maker only needs to choose one of
the weakly eligible items. If, in contrast to this, weak eligibility and top transitivity
do not hold, then cycles may also occur ‘at the top’ or, to put it more precisely, there
may no longer be one or more best elements to choose from. Hansson’s conditions
can therefore be considered minimal rationality requirements for decision making.
The question is whether they also constitute the right axioms for rational ‘better than’
comparisons.

In terms of the degree of relaxing rationality requirements, MLTB lies in between
Hansson’s minimal conditions and the common approach in economics to presume
complete preorder relations in every aspect. Although the last word on this issue
probably has not been spoken yet and there is a certain ‘battling of intuitions’, there

22See Hansson (2002, p. 337), Hansson (2001, pp. 24-5).
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are reasons to prefer a middle ground over Hansson’s more radical departure from
the status quo.

First, onemight doubt that it can be rational to use ‘strictly better than (in a certain
respect)’ in a cyclic way. This is one of the popular replies to Spectrum Cases, and the
argument is that cycles are not compatible with what ‘better than’ means.23 A failure
of transitivity of ‘equally good’ can be explained epistemically without defending the
stronger metaphysical claim that ‘equally good’ is not transitive from a normative
perspective. However, it is not clear whether the same move would make sense for
‘better than’ comparisons. There are ways to use money pump arguments against
non-transitive strict betterness,24 and ‘better than’ comparisons cannot be based on
a practical failure to discern theoretically discernible items like in Luce’s coffee cup
example.

Second, one may argue that every apparent failure of strict betterness is ulti-
mately the result of a conflict between different evaluative dimensions like in the Con-
dorcet example discussed by Schumm (1987). When focusing on overall betterness, a
decision-maker might feel inclined to opt into a ‘better than’ cycle in such cases, even
though a lexicographic ordering of value aspects in the end should force them to give
one aspect priority over another. If not, MLTB results in the standard solution aIbIc
for such cases, which should be acceptable for the decision-maker. If even that is not
acceptable, then MLTB still allows for the case that all items are incommensurable,
and no decision can be made. It seems that MLTB can give good explanations of why
one might conceive that the transitivity of overall strict betterness appears to fail at
a given occasion without giving up its transitivity.

Finally, the biggest worry about minimal weak eligibility models is that these can-
not readily be extended tomeaningful utility representations. Hence, they also cannot
be turned into a variant with cardinal utilities. This is one of the main arguments for
transitivity in Klocksiem (2016). Of course, it is possible to collapse cycles into apathy
classes and thereby recover a preorder relation. However, aggregating based on this
generated preorder does not seem to capture the motivation for allowing cycles in the
first place.

To summarize, MLTB seems to have methodological andmaybe also philosophical
advantages while adequately dealing with the philosophical problems of Section 3,
whereas Hansson’s approach lays out the minimal conditions for making a rational
choice. The two approaches complement each other.

3.4 Related Work
Although this is to our knowledge the first attempt of providing a unifying frame-
work for multidimensional ordinal ‘better than’ comparisons, the idea of using lexico-
graphic aggregation of value aspects or attributes is not new. In the decision making
literature lexicographic methods have been investigated formally for a long time and
are a subset of ‘outranking methods’. See, for instance, Fishburn (1972, 1975), Jacquet-
Lagréze (1975), and Bouyssou (2009). Another noteworthy lexicographic approach in

23See, for example, Broome (2004, p. 51); cf. Carlson (2018, 525-6).
24See Hansson (2018, pp. 567-571).
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decision making is Levi (1986). Levi’s approach is quantitative, based on cardinal utili-
ties, and closer to traditional decision making. However, he allows additional criteria
that were previously not considered when a choice is too hard in the first of crite-
ria, which naturally gives rise to a lexicographic comparison and makes his approach
similar to the one presented above, albeit focusing on decision making.

In the recentmetaethical literature, lexicographic comparisons have been discussed
in the form of a ‘Lexicality’ principle by Rachels (2001) and are also implicit to ap-
proaches based on relevance such as Voorhoeve (2013). Klocksiem (2016) provides a
detailed defense, though unfortunately without giving a proof of concept. MLTB is a
concrete proposal in the spirit of Klocksiem’s paper and in addition takes into account
value incommensurability and a way to deal with parity. Unlike most of the work in
decision making, it makes much weaker assumptions about values. In particular, the
base version of MLTB presumes only ordinal comparisons rather than making the
very strong assumption that all aspects of ‘better than’ can be represented by cardi-
nal utility functions.25

4 Summary
This article started with a general motivation of the theses that ‘better than’ is multidi-
mensional, that natural properties of dimensions do not directly determine the value
we attribute to an item, and that multiple aspects are often be aggregated lexicograph-
ically in our evaluative practices. It was shown how the resulting lexicographic ap-
proach matches the way Spectrum Cases are evaluated intuitively and also allows for
a plausible account of parity.

The theory is also useful for someone who doubts the suggested interpretation
of examples discussed in Sections 2 and 3, because more conservative views about
value structure are special cases. If Spectrum Cases are taken as convincing, then a
model of a particular use of ‘better than’ hasmore than one aspect level. If not, then all
aspects are at the same aspect level and we get non-lexicographic ordinal aggregation.
If multidimensional parity is considered implausible, then cases like in Figure 2 can
be excluded. This position still allows for rough equality by using semiorder value
structures. Likewise, if one thinks that moral dilemmas cannot occur, then this can
be expressed formally by requiring all base relations and the ordering of aspects to
be complete. In the latter case, each value relation will be representable in terms of
utilities either by the biconditional variants of (11) and (12) for complete semiorder
value structures or in accordance with the standard theorems of Debreu (1954) for
preorder value structures, and the proposed aggregation method is ordinary weighted
sum for cardinal utilities and a variant that is well-behaved with respect to Arrow’s
Theorem for ordinal utilities.

Additive aggregation at each level was used because it is awell-understoodmethod
and should be given somemethodological priority in the absence of further arguments.

25Extensions of MLTB to deal with cardinal utilities are discussed in Appendix B2.
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The current approach illustrates that it can be combined with a lexicographic proce-
dure to do justice to the peculiarities of ‘better than’ and similar value comparatives.26

Appendix A: Auxiliary Definitions and Select Theo-
rems
It is assumed that the domain of items under consideration is finite and that a finite
number of aspect relations partially orders these. It is not assumed that the description
of the respective value dimension is natural or simple—the description of a dimension
may be complex. The following properties of binary relations are used:

Definition 1 (Properties of Relations). A binary relation R ⊆ D ×D is

• complete iff. aRb ∨ bRa

• reflexive iff. aRa

• symmetric iff. aRb ⇒ bRa

• transitive iff. (aRb & bRc) ⇒ aRc

• semitransitive iff. (aRb & bRc) ⇒ (aRd ∨ dRc)

• Ferrers iff. (aRb & cRd) ⇒ (aRd ∨ cRb)

for any a, b, c, d ∈ D.27

The following select theorems show that multidimensional parity has some of the
properties laid out by Chang.

Theorem 1. [Non-Transitivity of Rough Equality] Semiorder-based equality is not tran-
sitive.(Luce, 1956)

Proof. By example. Let R be a semiorder and define aIb := aRb & bRa. Define
aRb, bRa, bRc, cRb, cRd, and dRc. By definition we have aIb and bIc but not aIc,
since there is no link from a to c. (i) R is semitransitive, since for aRb and bRc it is
also the case that cRd, and for cRb and bRa it also holds that cRd, and for dRc and
cRb it also holds that bRc. (ii) R is Ferrers, since for aRb and cRd it also holds that
cRb, and for dRc and bRa it also holds that aRc. Hence,R is a semiorder with a weak
part that is not transitive.

26Work on this article was conducted with funding by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and
Technology (FCT) and the New University of Lisbon under grant PTDC/MHC-FIL/0521/2014 and individ-
ual grant DL 57/2016/CP1453/CT0002. Many thanks to Pedro Abreu, Per Algander, Erik Carlson, Javier
Gonzáles de Prado Salas, António Zilhão, members of the Higher Seminar of Practical Philosophy at Upp-
sala University, the members of the FCT project “Values in Argumentative Discourse”, participants of the
IFILNOVAValue Seminar, the ArgLab Colloqium, and the Reading Group in Ethics and Political Philosophy
at the New University of Lisbon, the members of the CFCUL Reasoning Group of the University of Lisbon,
as well as several anonymous reviewers for helpful discussion, suggestions, and comments.

27See Bouyssou and Vincke (2009, p. 52).
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Theorem 2. Parity is not transitive.

Proof. It suffices to show that aspect parity is not transitive. Consider the case when
a, c ∈ S1, b ∈ S2, b /∈ S1, a, b, c are in both D1 and D2, and add an arbitrary element
to S2 to fulfill the conditions for an LES. Assume that |T (a, 1) − T (b, 2)| ≤ δ and
|T (b, 2)− T (c, 1)| ≤ δ. Then a is on a par with b and b is on a par with c, but a is not
on a par with c.

Note that a and c need not even be roughly equal in this case, since the threshold
k is independent of the underlying interval threshold for the internal equality relation
I1 of the first aspect.

Theorem 3. Aspect parity is symmetric.

Proof. By definition of aspect parity and because |x−y| = |y−x|: |T (a, i)−T (b, j)| =
|T (b, j)− T (a, i)| for any a, b ∈ C and i, j ∈ A.

Theorem 4. Parity is symmetric.

Proof. This follows directly from the definition of parity and the symmetry of aspect
parity.

Theorem 5. Three items can be on a par with respect to three aspects.

Proof. By example. Let a ∈ S1, N2(a), N3(a), b ∈ S2, N1(b), N3(b), and c ∈ S3,
N1(c),N2(c), and choose the respective top distances such that |T (a, 1)−T (b, 2)| ≤
δ, |T (a, 1)− T (c, 3)| ≤ δ, and |T (b, 2)− T (c, 3)| ≤ δ.

The next theorem shows a combinatorial limit of this model of parity.

Theorem 6. If n distinct items are aspectually on a par with each other, then the under-
lying value structure has at least n distinct aspects.

Proof. We assume that (i) there are n items that are on a par with each other but (ii)
the value structure has only k < n aspects, and derive a contradiction.

Case 1: Suppose n = 1. Then k is 0 and no items can be on a par. Case 2: Suppose
n = 2. Then k is 1 or lower and by definition of parity the two items cannot be on a
par either. Case 3: Suppose n > 2. Without loss of generality we assume the maximal
number of aspects, i.e., that k = n− 1. Name the items to be on a par x1, x2, . . . , xn

and the aspects 1, 2, . . . , k. Let us write −i for all indices j such that j 6= i and
1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. With a bit of abuse of notation, we can map any item xi to the k aspects
by setting |T (xi, Si)−T (x−i, S−i)| < δ and xi ∈ Si while at the same time x−i ∈ Di

and Ni(x−i), such that xi is on a par with all x−i. By assumption, xk+1 is also on
a par with all of these items. However, by the definition of aspect parity xk+1 then
must be in some Sj and by the Pigeonhole Principle there is already an item xj ∈ Sj

such that j 6= k + 1. Hence, by definition of aspect parity xk+1 and xj cannot be on
a par, contradicting the assumption.

Theorem 6 illustrates that parity is a fairly demanding notion. However, together
withTheorem 2 the next theorem establishes that this kind of parity matches Chang’s
intuitions about the relation in Chang (2002).
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Theorem 7 (Compatibility with SIA). Aspect parity may be preserved under small
improvements. If a, b are on a par with respect to aspects 1, 2, and a is improved within
aspect 1 to a+, then a+ and b may be on a par with respect to aspects 1, 2.

Proof. SupposeN2(a), a ∈ S1,N1(b), b ∈ S2, and |T (a, 1)−T (b, 2)| ≤ δ. Let a+P1a.
Then it follows from this and the definition of top distance that |T (a+, 1)−T (b, 2)| ≤
δ may be fulfilled, too. For example, the condition is fulfilled if T (b, 2) ≤ T (a, 1),
because it follows from the definition of top distance that in this case T (a+, 1) <
T (a, 1).

Note that if δ ≥ 1, then an improvement a 7→ a+ may turn out to be too large to
preserve i, j-aspect parity with b only if T (b, j) > T (a, i), since the top distance of
an item improved in an aspect i will always be lower than that of the original item
and the minimum distance between two items is 1.

Appendix B: Value Aggregation
In this Appendix, as a proof of concept a value aggregation method is laid out that
takes into account lexicographic hierarchies of aspects while at the same time allow-
ing for more traditional aggregation within each lexicographic level.

B1. Aggregation for Ordinal Preorder Value Structures
We begin by assuming the completeness of ‘�’, the preorder relation over the aspects
A of a lexicographic value structure, and look at the case when the relation is incom-
plete later. The strict part of this relation is written as ‘�’ and the symmetric part as
‘∼.’ An aspect level function ℓ : A → N for the aspects is defined for ‘�’ like in the
definition of function L. The lexicographic equivalence class of an aspect level is then
defined as Eq(x) := {i ∈ N | ℓ(i) = x}.

To canonically construct a utility function ui : D → R for an aspect, a similar
method is used, but this time the ranking function needs to be averaging the rank at
each level in order to allow us to normalize the function to the number of comparable
items. This is important for making canonical ordinal utilities comparable with each
other. For simplicity, only the case when the domain is finite is considered in what
follows.

With respect to aspect i ∈ A, x ∈ Si, Eqi(x) := {y ∈ Si | Li(x) = Li(y)} is
called the apathy class of item x. Ei(x) := {y ∈ Eqi(z) | for any z such that L(z) =
x} is the apathy class at level x under aspect i, and a starting index function at a level
is defined recursively as follows:

1. Oi(1) = 1

2. Oi(x+ 1) = Oi(x) + |Ei(x)|.†

†Corrigendum: Unfortunately, the final printed version hasEi(x+1) at that place. This is the corrected
formula.
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Based on these auxiliary definitions, we can define the averaging Borda rank for
levels and items. The Borda Rank with averaging ties, abbreviated as ‘averaging Borda
rank or just ‘rank’ in what follows, is defined for a given aspect k and level x as

Bk(x) =
1

|Ek(x)|

Ok(x)+|Ek(x)|−1∑
i=Ok(x)

i =
1

2
(|Ek(x)|+ 2Ok(x)− 1). (1)

A corresponding function for items x ∈ Sk is defined based on an item’s level as
vk(x) = Bk(Lk(x)).

In the literature on Social Choice, the Borda rank is often defined simpler and
the other way around, starting from 1 (best) to n (worst) item such that the more
preferred item has a lower score than the less preferred item.28 However, the above
formulation reveals an important clue for normalization. Function vi(.) represents
the ordinal value of an item relative to other items with respect to the aspect i. Note
that the above analytic formula for the Borda rank is an instance of the arithmetic
series

S(ai) =
1

k + 1

m+k∑
i=m

i =
1

2
(2m+ k), (2)

which is a generalization of the famous Euler solution for summing the integers
from 1, 2, . . . , n:

n∑
i=1

i =
1

2
n(n+ 1). (3)

This fact allows us to create normalized canonical utility functions that are inde-
pendent of the size of the domain Si of comparable items of an aspect.

Definition 2 (Canonical Ordinal Utility Function). For each aspect i, ordinal utility
is defined as the averaging Borda rank for comparable items x ∈ Si:

ui(x) :=
2vi(x)

|Si|(|Si|+ 1)
. (4)

The following theorem establishes that normalizing in this way is adequate.

Theorem 8 (Analytic Sum of Averaging Borda Rank). The following equality holds for
any aspect k and n = |Sk|:∑

x∈Sk

vk(x) =

n∑
i=1

i = 1 + 2 + · · ·+ n− 1 + n =
1

2
n(n+ 1) (5)

28See for example Bouyssou et al. (2009, pp. 796-798).
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Proof. From the definition of an item’s level with respect to an aspect we know that
every item resides at one and only one level. Therefore, we can proceedwith definition
Bi(x) for Borda ranking and for brevity leave out any references to aspects in what
follows. We simplify (1) by setting k = |E(x)| − 1 and m = O(x), obtaining the
formula for the arithmetic series (2) as the score for an apathy class at some level
based on the comparisons

. . . amIam+1Iam+2I . . . Iam+k . . . (6)

When k = 0 at each level, i.e., when the underlying ordering is strict, we obtain an
application of (3), since then at each level we trivially get

∑m+0
i=m i = m as the rank

of the item at that level. What is left to show is that the sum of the ranks of the items
in (6) is identical to the sum of the ranks in the strict ordering

. . . am+kPam+k−1P . . . Pam+1Pam . . . (7)

But the sum of the ranks in (7) is just an instance of the general sequence (2) from item
am to item am+k , and if we substitute back k and m the last item in this sequence is
aO(x)+|E(x)|−1 like the last item in (1), and the first item is aO(x) like in (1). Hence,
the sums for (6) and (7) are instances of the same series (2) with the same start and
end, and thus identical. So if we sum over all items in (1) the result is the same as
summing over a corresponding strict ordering whose sum is given by (3).

In (4) of Definition 2 we divide the Borda rank vi(x) of item x with respect to
aspect i by the analytic maximum of the sum of the Borda ranks of items in i given
by formula (3), and the above theorem shows that the averaging Borda rank has the
same maximum. Thus, canonical utilities become comparable in the sense that they
all reside within the interval [0, 1] and the size of the sets of comparable items does
not introduce some inadequate implicit weight.

We proceed to define a lexicographic aggregation function based on these ordinal
utilities that ensures that the level of the aspects given by ordering ‘�’ is respected,
but aggregates ordinal utilities within the same aspect level in a traditional way by
computing a weighted sum.29 The result is a mixture of additive and lexicographic
aggregation.

Let each aspect at aspect level k have some weight wi such that wi > 0 and the
sum of all wi at k is 1. The utility of an item x at aspect level k given by ‘�’ is

uk(x) :=
∑

i∈Eq(k)

wiui(x) (8)

The maximum utility at an aspect level k is defined as:

M(k) := max
x

uk(x) (9)

29The introduction of weights may seem questionable from a measurement-theoretic perspective, but is
unavoidable. Aspects of ‘better than’ comparisons can be more or less important. Even though the weights
may be set to 1 and thus ignored, this would be axiologically implausible as a general solution. Bear in the
mind that we are not in the business of empirical measurement but are developing a normative theory of
‘better than’ at this stage.
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This requires all relations Ri ∈ Eq(k) to be preferentially independent in the
following sense. At any aspect level k and for any items a, b, a′, b′, consider any case
in which relationsR1, . . . , Rn ∈ Eq(k) can be partitioned into two setsR and I such
that for every Rx ∈ I we have aIxb and a′Ixb

′ and for every Ry ∈ R we have aIya′
and bIyb

′. Preferential independence holds at k if in any such case uk(a) ≥ uk(b)
if and only if uk(a′) ≥ uk(b′). Only if this condition is fulfilled, can definition 8
guarantee that the relations are faithfully aggregated at level k.30

Using concepts introduced so far, value aggregation at the highest applicable level
can take into account the maxima of all previous levels. For all x ∈ D such that
there is a highest aspect level k at which some ui(x) is defined, the aggregate utility
u : D → R is

u(x) := uk(x) +M(k − 1) +M(k − 2) + · · ·+M(1). (10)

If there is no ui(.) defined at x for any i ∈ A, then u(x) is undefined at point x.
This definition does not rely on hyperreal numbers and nonstandard analysis like

other methods such as Fishburn (1972, 1974), making it somewhat easier lay out and
use but comes at the price of loosing mathematical insight and generality.31 The con-
struction of u(.) guarantees for finite domains that if Si � Sj , a ∈ Si and b ∈ Sj , then
u(a) > u(b). So, the evaluation is lexicographic, as the following theorem establishes.

Theorem 9. [Mixed Aggregation is Lexicographic] If i � j for some aspects i, j in a
lexicographic value structure, then u(x) > u(y) for any x ∈ Si, y ∈ Sj regardless of
the evaluation by other aspects of x and y.

Proof. Assume the antecedent i � j. This implies ℓ(i) > ℓ(j). Suppose, without loss
of generality, that ℓ(i) = ℓ(j)+1. Then (a)u(y) = ui−1(y)+M

(
ℓ(i−2)

)
+· · ·+M

(
1
)
,

and (b) u(x) = ui(x) + M
(
ℓ(i − 1)

)
+ M

(
ℓ(i − 2)

)
+ · · · + M

(
1
)
. Moreover, it

follows from Definition 1 that ui(x) is positive for any i and x, and in turn by 10 that
uk(x) is positive for any x and aspect level k it is defined. From this positivity in
combination with (a) and (b) it follows that u(x) > u(y) even if uj(x) = M(ℓ(j)),
because u(x) is by definition larger than the sum of the maximum utilities at levels
ℓ(j), ℓ(j − 1), . . . , 1.

Theorem 10 (Transitivity of Overall Betterness). The aggregate ‘better than’ relation
R defined as aRb iff. u(a) ≥ u(b) is reflexive and transitive.

Proof. Follows directly form the fact that u(.) is a function into the real numbers and
‘≥’ is reflexive and transitive.

This result confirms Klocksiem (2016)’s thesis that lexicographic ‘better than’ with
absolute thresholds can maintain transitivity while accepting the intuitions suggested
by Spectrum Cases, expanding his thesis to multidimensional betterness. It is further

30Cf. Eisenführ et al. (2010, pp. 130-134), see also Keeney and Raiffa (1976, pp. 108-112). The above
formulation of preferential independence is based on conjoint independence in Fishburn andWakker (1995).

31The method would not work for uncountable domains. As Debreu (1954, p. 105, fn. 1) shows, lexico-
graphic preferences violate the condition of order separability needed to guarantee the existence of a utility
function for uncountable domains.
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worth noting that it is well-known from Social Choice that the Borda method violates
the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives axiom of Arrow’s Theorem and therefore
does not lead to negative consequences like dictatorial or oligarchic preferences in
the above application.32

However, it is worth noting that the proposed aggregation is not the only possible
method and, generally speaking, the problem of how to normatively justify a partic-
ular method of value aggregation at a given lexicographic aspect level remains open.
As an alternative to the method laid out above, minimization of a distance measure
may also be used. Kemeny (1959) and Kemeny (1972) proposed a modified inversion
measure since then sometimes called ‘Kemeny rank’, which Bogart (1973) generalizes
to incomplete strict orders and which is used by Rabinowicz (2016) for some form
of social value aggregation. Kemeny distance measure is computationally expensive,
though,33 whereas other measures like Kendall’s τ would be ad hoc for value aggre-
gation without further justification. In a broader setting, one would also have to take
into account the Choquet integral for the non-additive aggregation of cardinal utilities
and the Sugeno integral for the non-additive aggregation of ordinal utilities.34

B2. Other Kind of Value Structures
By the theorems of Debreu (1954) the existence of an ordinal utility function is only
guaranteed for a complete preorder relation. In a semiorder value structure the utility
representation changes. Since base relationsRi may also be incomplete in the current
setting, the following conditionals hold for some constant k:35

aPib ⇒ u(a)− u(b) ≥ k (11)
aIib ⇒ u(a)− u(b) < k (12)

Complete relations turn these representation conditions into biconditionals. The
mixed aggregation is unaffected by this change and the Borda Count method is per-
fectly reasonable as an aggregation method for ordinal preferences of this kind. Since
incomparable items are not taken into account, no changes to the definition of lexi-
cographic aggregation are needed. Attempting to define a semiorder from the result
u(.) instead of a preorder like in Theorem 10 seems questionable, though; in any case,
the threshold would have to be motivated independently from the thresholds of the
base utilities due to the way (10) works.36

Next, we take a look at the case when ‘�’ is incomplete. This case is problematic.
Consider the set of sets of �-comparable aspects:

Ap := {X ⊆ A | i, j ∈ X ⇔ i � j or j � i} (13)
32See Bouyssou et al. (2009, p. 791), cf. Arrow (1951), Bouyssou (2003).
33See Conitzer (2006).
34See Choquet (1954), Sugeno (1974, 1977); cf. Marichal (2009, pp. 700-709).
35See Roubens and Vincke (1985). As Vincke and Pirlot (1997) lay out, the threshold could also be a

function of a. What distinguishes semiorders from interval orders is that the former cannot represent
nested intervals.

36Notice also that u(.) is not normalized, which further complicates attempts to introduce such a thresh-
old.
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How should the definition of lexicographic aggregation be changed to deal with
the case when Ap contains more than one set? For instance, suppose that i � j and
k � j but i and k are not lexicographically ordered. Although it would be trivial
to change the definition such that different members of this set are aggregated sep-
arately and then the results are aggregated somehow, this would not be faithful to
the intended interpretation of the case when two aspects are not comparable by ‘�.’
What we should say is that the utility of two items a, b can only be compared if the
there are no aspects i, j in the value structure such that i ∈ X , j ∈ Y , X 6= Y , and
X,Y ∈ Ap, and ui(a) and uj(b) are defined. Still, when |Ap| > 1, there are such
incomparable items and the value structure is deficient. To avoid such problems, it
seems best to consider only complete lexicographic value structures in which ‘�’ is
complete, and give up aspect and value noncomparability. Since two values can still
be incommensurable if all their aspects are incommensurable and we can also distin-
guish incommensurability from mutual exclusivity, not much is lost in expressivity.

Finally, the more pressing issue of cardinal utilities shall be addressed. There are
two cases to consider. In the first case some, but not all aspects are based on a cardi-
nal dimension and in the second case all aspects are based on a cardinal dimension.
Starting with the second case, every utility ui(.) then must either represent items in
the sense of (11) and (12) in a semiorder value structure, or according to the standard
condition modified for incomplete base relations in the following sense:

aRib ⇒ ui(a) ≥ ui(b) (14)

The utility functions now contain information about the intensity of ‘better than’,
how much better an item is than another. Since we are interested in maintaining the
cardinal information, rank-based methods (also known as ‘order-statistics’ methods)
like the averaging Borda rank cannot be used, and the use of top-distance needs to be
replaced by a direct difference between the utility and the maximum utility T ′

i (x) =
[maxy∈Si

ui(y)]−ui(x) in the definition of parity. Givingmeaning to such differences
generally implies that only linear transformations of the form u′(x) := αu(x) + β
for α > 0 would be admissible as transformations of u(x) that preserve the same
information about parity, i.e., the underlying scale should be taken to be an interval
scale.37 Furthermore, utility functions need to be normalized to [0, 1] by the size of
the sets of comparable items within each aspects. Apart from that, no changes are
necessary.

The mixed case, on the other hand, poses many conceptual problems. Even when
cardinal and ordinal utilities are normalized to the same interval, say the unit interval
[0, 1], in a way that properly takes into account the sizes of the underlying sets of com-
parable items, it seems far-stretched to presume that we could simply compare them
at a level by assigning a weight to each of them and using weighted sum aggregation.
Or, at least there should be some substantial philosophical argument for applying this
mode of aggregation in ‘better than’ comparisons. The problem is that the weights
are defined for overall utilities, but it may also be the case that a is much better than b
in an aspect i in a cardinal, not just in a rank-based sense of ‘much better’, whereas b
is (ordinally) better than a in another aspect j. The Borda rank does take into account

37See (Roberts, 1979, p. 64).
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the position of an item, but there is no reason to believe that an ordinal rank could be
compared to a cardinal utility in a meaningful way, if the difference between ordinal
scales and interval scales is taken seriously.

In some cases the lexicographic structure of the evaluation might alleviate this
problem if it turns out that the lexicographically most preferred aspects are all homo-
geneously ordinal or cardinal. However, no fully justified solution is available for the
general case, other than stipulating that the proper comparison can somehow be put
into the overall utility weights.
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